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What we’ll cover in this session

§Understanding Color from different perspectives
§Successful Deployment of Extended Gamut Artwork
§Designing and Converting to Extended Gamut Printing



What is Expanded Gamut

4 Color 
Process

Cyan
Magenta
Yellow
Black

7 Color 
Process

Cyan
Magenta
Yellow
Black

Orange 
Green 
Violet



Understanding Color
From Different 
Perspectives



Color as a 

Creative
§What is my Message
§How does it feel
§What is the look
§Does it Wow
§Is this the correct motif



Color as a 

Scientist
§What is the physics
§Do I meet standards
§What is my LAB
§How will I measure
§Can I control this



Color as a 

Press Operator
§Spot or Build
§How to I maintain this
§What can I control
§How will I measure
§How do I fix an issue
§Will it reproduce over a run



Color as a 

Brand Manager
§Can I stay on Brand
§Can I produce this across 
products

§Can I measure this
§Will I deliver design intent
§Can Marketing agree to any risks



Successful 
Deployment

Of Extended Color Gamut 
Printing







Designing and 
Converting

to Extended Color Gamut 
Printing



Extended Gamut Printing What It Delivers

• On Shelf Benefits of EG
• On shelf “POP” compared 

to 4 color process.
• More available colors can 

be built without expanding 
or adding printing inks. 

• Process gives designer 
better chance of 
matching or expanding 
jobs color pallet.

• Design variations are 
created using existing job 
pallet. 
(Promos-Banners-
Exclusives) 

• Obtains up to 95% of the 
Pantone color palate to 
simulate spot colors

• Spot Colors can be 
incorporated if desired 
color can not be built 
within specifications. 

• Non-standard book colors 
can be created in 
proofing 

• Graphic Benefits of EG
• Working with EG work flow 

is easier in pre-press and 
on the press room floor.

• Trapping process is 
“easier” than spot. Less 
Technical Need.

• 7c traps are less 
noticeable than 
line color traps

• Color curve are pre-
determined based on the 
profile.

• Proper Proofing set up 
helps production 
assessment before press 
runs. 

• Eliminates need for press 
approval outside of 
special projects.

• Once “dependent” color 
and Tonal Assessment 
Points (TAP’s) 
are established color is 
controlled.



SPECTRAL COLOR RADIUS
Variable Color Data surrounding the intended 
LABCH spectral target or Base LAB values from 

Pantone Color Target.  

Intended Color Match
Color at center point of the spectral radius 
would be best DE 2000 match to target.

Colors surrounding could in theory be better visual match
or prefered based on HUE match to target.   

Sector 1 Visual Hue Shift
Visual color shift in this quadrant would 
produce lighter colors that appear more 
blue to the human eye from the target. 

Horizontal 
Color Shift

Shift in the horizontal area would 
be from blue to red.  

Vertical
Color Shift

Shift in the vertical area would 
be from light to dark.  

Visual color shift in this quadrant would 
produce lighter colors that appear more 
red to the human eye from the target. 

Sector 3 Visual Hue Shift
Visual color shift in this quadrant would 
produce darker colors that appear more 
blue to the human eye from the target. 

Sector 4 Visual Hue Shift
Visual color shift in this quadrant would 
produce darker colors that appear more 
red to the human eye from the target. 

Sector 2 Visual Hue Shift

SPECTRAL COLOR RADIUS
Variable Color Data surrounding the intended 
LABCH spectral target or Base LAB values from 

Pantone Color Target.  

Intended Color Match
Color at center point of the spectral radius 
would be best DE 2000 match to target.

Colors surrounding could in theory be better visual match
or prefered based on HUE match to target.   

Sector 1 Visual Hue Shift
Visual color shift in this quadrant would 
produce lighter colors that appear more 
blue to the human eye from the target. 

Horizontal 
Color Shift

Shift in the horizontal area would 
be from blue to yellow.  

Vertical
Color Shift

Shift in the vertical area would 
be from light to dark.  

Visual color shift in this quadrant would 
produce lighter colors that appear more 

yellow to the human eye from the target. 

Sector 3 Visual Hue Shift
Visual color shift in this quadrant would 
produce darker colors that appear more 
blue to the human eye from the target. 

Sector 4 Visual Hue Shift
Visual color shift in this quadrant would 
produce darker colors that appear more 
yellow to the human eye from the target. 

Sector 2 Visual Hue Shift

SPECTRAL COLOR RADIUS
Variable Color Data surrounding the intended 
LABCH spectral target or Base LAB values from 

Pantone Color Target.  

Spot Color Elimination 
through  Spectral Color Matching
While printing in an Extended Gamut  or cmyk press set up it is not always 
possible to match every PMS color exisiting in the Pantone Color Library. 
The Extended Gamut Color pallet is able to achieve more colors than a 
traditional CMYK Print Set up by expanding the existing Color Gamut

 on a printing press under a controllablecondition.  

Selecting Colors from Spectral

Selection based on DE2000

Colors can be selected or measured from the chart to view 
tolerancing and best match. Colors can also be selected based on 

visual appearance. When using EG printing or CMYK matching color 
cells can be reveloped on an almost limitless color pallete until a 

suitable color is achieved. 

When selecting colors based on the DE2000 tolerance system color 
radius cells can be measured to show best match across the formula. 

A color can then be selected from the proof and used as the base 
match on press. The press should deliver back that LAB standard 

when printing and passing an exisiting color profile.  

Selection based on Visual Hue
While selecting a color based solely on DE2000 may seem like the 
best case scenario it can eliminate colors that have an acceptable 

visual color match but lack all criteria to pass the scientific 
calculation. When choosing visual you can measure for closest HUE 
or you can pick colors that create the visual impact of the design 

intent. 

However, when a color is deemed not achievable based on the industry 
standard DE 2000 measurment system it is still possible to eliminate the spot 
color from the printing rotation or create a color that better suits the brands 

needs. This can be achieved by developing a Spectral Color Radius to evaluate 
the visual ques of the best match color and the existing color builds around. 
After development a designer or brand manager can make a decision if the 

build is visually close enough or if a nother color would work in its place. 

Intended Color Match
Color at center point of the spectral radius 
would be best DE 2000 match to target.

Colors surrounding could in theory be better visual match
or prefered based on HUE match to target.   

Sector 1 Visual Hue Shift
Visual color shift in this quadrant would 
produce lighter colors that appear more 
red to the human eye from the target. 

Horizontal 
Color Shift

Shift in the horizontal area would 
be from red to yellow.  

Vertical
Color Shift

Shift in the vertical area would 
be from light to dark.  

Visual color shift in this quadrant would 
produce lighter colors that appear more 

yellow to the human eye from the target. 

Sector 3 Visual Hue Shift
Visual color shift in this quadrant would 
produce darker colors that appear more 
red to the human eye from the target. 

Sector 4 Visual Hue Shift
Visual color shift in this quadrant would 
produce darker colors that appear more 
yellow to the human eye from the target. 

Sector 2 Visual Hue Shift

SPECTRAL COLOR RADIUS
Variable Color Data surrounding the intended 
LABCH spectral target or Base LAB values from 

Pantone Color Target.  

Intended Color Match
Color at center point of the spectral radius 
would be best DE 2000 match to target.

Colors surrounding could in theory be better visual match
or prefered based on HUE match to target.   

Sector 1 Visual Hue Shift
Visual color shift in this quadrant would 
produce lighter colors that appear more 
green to the human eye from the target. 

Horizontal 
Color Shift

Shift in the horizontal area would 
be from green to blue .  

Vertical
Color Shift

Shift in the vertical area would 
be from light to dark.  

Visual color shift in this quadrant would 
produce lighter colors that appear more 
blue to the human eye from the target. 

Sector 3 Visual Hue Shift
Visual color shift in this quadrant would 
produce darker colors that appear more 
green to the human eye from the target. 

Sector 4 Visual Hue Shift
Visual color shift in this quadrant would 
produce darker colors that appear more 
blue to the human eye from the target. 

Sector 2 Visual Hue Shift

CMYK Gamut CMYKOGV Gamut



Spot Color Elimination 
through  Spectral Color Matching
While printing in an Extended Gamut  or cmyk press set up it is not always 
possible to match every PMS color exisiting in the Pantone Color Library. 

The Extended Gamut Color pallet is able to achieve more colors than a tradi-
tional CMYK Print Set up by expanding the existing Color Gamut

 on a printing press under a controllablecondition.  

However, when a color is deemed not achievable based on the industry stan-
dard DE 2000 measurment system it is still possible to eliminate the spot color 
from the printing rotation or create a color that better suits the brands needs. 
This can be achieved by developing a Spectral Color Radius to evaluate the 

visual ques of the best match color and the existing color builds around. After 
development a designer or brand manager can make a decision if the build is 

visually close enough or if a nother color would work in its place. 

CMYK Gamut CMYKOGV Gamut

Selecting Colors from Spectral

Selection based on DE2000

Colors can be selected or measured from the chart to view toleranc-
ing and best match. Colors can also be selected based on visual ap-
pearance. When using EG printing or CMYK matching color cells can 

be reveloped on an almost limitless color pallete until a suitable color 
is achieved. 

When selecting colors based on the DE2000 tolerance system color 
radius cells can be measured to show best match across the formula. 

A color can then be selected from the proof and used as the base 
match on press. The press should deliver back that LAB standard 

when printing and passing an exisiting color profile.  

Selection based on Visual Hue
While selecting a color based solely on DE2000 may seem like the 
best case scenario it can eliminate colors that have an acceptable 
visual color match but lack all criteria to pass the scientific calcula-
tion. When choosing visual you can measure for closest HUE or you 

can pick colors that create the visual impact of the design intent. 



Using the Color Radius  
Establish best Color Match Visually when failing DE Color Tolerancing. 

Develop New Colors that Could Provide impact but are not PMS TARGETS. 
Develop Colors that delever Brand intent outside of PMS Matching.

Pantone PMS7465C  
DE Best MAtch

Sector 1 Visual Hue Shift
Located in the top Left of Honeycomb.

Visual color shift in this quadrant would 
produce lighter colors that appear more 
green to the human eye from the target. 

Horizontal Color Shift
Shift in the horizontal area would 

be from green to blue .  

Vertical Color Shift
Shift in the vertical area would 

be from light to dark.  

Located in the top Right of Honeycomb.
Visual color shift in this quadrant would 
produce lighter colors that appear more 
blue to the human eye from the target. 

Sector 4 Visual Hue Shift
Located in the bottom right of Honeycomb.

Visual color shift in this quadrant would 
produce darker colors that appear more 
blue to the human eye from the target. 

Sector 2 Visual Hue Shift

2.56
-1.4
-4.4
-2.2

Visual Best 
Color Match

3.35
-.89
-4.4
-1

Located in the bottom Left of Honeycomb.



Two Methods of Color Selection 

Selection Based on DE2000

PAss PAssFail

Selection Based on visual Hue
While selecting a color based solely on DE2000 may seem like the best case 
scenario it can eliminate colors that have an acceptable visual color match 
but lack all criteria to pass the scientific calculation. When choosing visual 

you can measure for closest HUE or you can pick colors that create the 
visual impact of the design intent. 

Spectral Color Radius like the above can be developed for colors that do not 
pass the standard DE 2000 tolerancing method. These colors can then be 
built in the process or extended gamut printing method and proofed for 

visual appearance. The design team can then evalute “failing” colors and 
decide if the color has a visual match or another color around the target 

that was not seen in the PMS book satisfies brand intent. 

Selecting Spot Color or PMS Target Color Based on the scientific standards 
of DE2000; Color Space Valus (LAB) are calculated against a printing profile 
giving a numeric result for best match. This establishes a passing point for 
color values as would normally be applied to spot color pirment creation 

and process color profile matching.  

Colors are passed based on a DE value less than two. Any color that 
achieves a DE value of less than two can then be used to convert to the 

process or extended gamut color build. Colors outside of this are eliminated 
and chosen to remain as spot printing process. 

1.56
-.89

1.0
.76

3.35
-3.0
-5.7
-2.2

1.75
-.89

2.0
-1.5

SPECTRAL COLOR RADIUS
Variable Color Data surrounding the intended 
LABCH spectral target or Base LAB values from 

Pantone Color Target.  



HUE Matching to Maximize 
the use of the CMYK(OGV) Color 
• Goal is to meet the brand intent.
• Focus on brand redesigns or new product 

lines. 
• Creative team will select a PMS color.
• Graphics house will evaluate the color 

in the CMYKOGV color space.
• If PMS color fails a numeric DE evaluation 

a HUE based process can be followed 
to find a good visual match.

• A proof should be used by the brand team 
with a spectral color radius of variations for 
visual evaluation.

• A contract color proof will be used by the  
brand team with selected color to evaluate the 
design. 

• It is possible to develop brand specific matches 
that are not present in color books. 



Using ECG flexo, the fruit and 
background are a single image 
and there is no apparent trap in 
the finished print.  If the 
background were instead a 
spot green trapping to the fruit, 
the image would have an 
unwanted dark outline.

If the background was not an 
ECG-build there would be 
apparent trap lines between the 
dark green and light green as 
well as the remaining elements. 

As, common colors are used 
there becomes less need to trap 
objects across the design for 
fear of miss registration. 

Trapping



Using motion on large 
portions of background or 
call outs helps to hide any 
mechanical inefficiencies 
of printing. 

When building 
background, 
incorporating patterns or 
varying color motion 
helps the color appear 
consistent over large 
press runs even if areas 
very or struggle because 
of mechanical 
applications.  

Breaking up large areas 
with patterns or design 
elements that would 

Motion



Brand Colors 
Built with ECG

Flexible design mindset

Color Bars show 
job 

colors for press

Hard to control 
Brand Pastel or 
neutrals remain 
spot on large 
areas of job.

This combines 
best in class ECG 
and spot usage.



Building Multi-Color Gradients





What to do with what you’ve learned
§ Incorporate Pre-Press and Printing 

Partners early in design phase
§ Share working or versions of files. 

§ Consult Color or Pre-press experts early for advice and solutions
§ Work with printers 

and pre-press providers 
to evaluate design mechanics. 

§ Consider changes before a design is finalized. 
§ Refresh ideas using EG Design knowledge 

to provide real world printing leverage. 
§ Develop color tolerances and brand standards 

that match your design intent and vision. 
§ How to measure your color

§ Record EG Builds like spots and work into strips
§ Soft-Proofing and Hard Proofing Tolerances

§ Color Metric Tools



CMYK
CompatibleThis job uses CMYKW and 4 Spot colors

60% 40%

79% 7%

76% 65%

66% 90%

New dependent color
Visually match thru the

Color radius match system

Savings

12%

100% 25%



CMYK or
Dependent 

color

CMYK CMYK

Savings



Savings

CMYK or
Dependent 

color

CMYK



Brand Dependent Colors



Thank you for 
attending!
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